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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
JAMES W. SNEDEKER, OE ATORTAN, MJCHIrGAN. 

1'AB1BC. 

1.248,352, 
Specification of Tetters Patent, |Paterated 60ct. 16, 1913. 

Application filed May 1, 1916. Serial No. 94,540. 

70ah/?0/h0??? ?# ???a?/ 00??¢¢????? Be it known that I JAMES W. SNEDERER, 
a, citizen of the United States, and residing 
at Adrian, in the county of IrenaWee and 
State of Michigan, have in wented a neW and 
Improwed H'abric, of which the following is 
a, Specification. 
This imwention relates to structures formed 

by interlacing met:al rOds Wherein a num 
ber' of the rOds are beiat, back and forth so 
that in passing acrOSS the structure each bent' 
I'Od inte1'locks with the l'odS On each side 
of it alternately, and the object of this in 
vention is to produce : fabric in which 
angular loops project from one or both sides 
of the general plane of the structure. 
This in wention consists Of a fabric formed 

of interengaging metal rods of Which alter 
mate rods are straight, and the others bent to 
form polygonal helices, the helically-shaped 
rods hawing the axes of the heliceS Substan 
tially parallel With the Straight rods and 
Said helically-shaped rOds engaging the heli 
cally-shaped rods and straight rods on each 
side. ~ In the accompanying draWings, Figure 1 
is an end elewation of a completed fabric 
emb0dying this inwention. Fig. 2 is a per 
spective wiew of ome corner thereof. R'ig. 8 
is a plan of one Of the bent rods. Fig. 4 is 
an end eleWation of One bent rOd and a part 
of another. Fig. 5 is a perspective wieW of a 
bent rod. Fig. 6 is an end elevation of a 
modified form of this fabric. 

Similar reference characters refer to like 
parts throughout the Seweral wieWS. 
The fabric shown in the drawing may be 

considered entirely apart from the frame 
and consists of metal rods that have been 
WOund upon a polygOnal mandrel, triangular 
or Square in croSS-Section preferred, and then 
stretched Out_SO as to constitute what may 
be termed polygOnal helices. As shown in 
IF'igs. 8, 4 and 5, each rod 1 consists, When 
Wound on a triangular mandrel, of con 
nected sections 2, 8 and . 4, lying in three 
planes that define a triangular prism, the 
sections extending at an angle to the lines of 
interSection of the planes. ~ 
The plane of the SectionS 2 of each rod is 

continuous With the corresponding planeS Of 
the other bent rods, and SectionS 8 and 4 of 
each of the rods lying in the other two planes 
constitute angles 5 Which project from one 
side of the plane of the fabric. 

In the fabric shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the 
angles 5 project from the far side, and each 
heliX not Only interlaces With the adjacent 
helices but it also loops around the straight 
I'ods 6 which are employed to give the fab 
ric greater stiffneSS. These rods 6 may be 
omitted if desired. 
The Outer rOds 1 may Wrap :?I'Ound frame 

membel:'S 'f', while frame members 8 of sheet 
metal may be bent, doWn onto the ends of 
the rods 1 and 6 that may be tWisted to 
gether. 
The structure shown in Figs. 1 and 2 may 

be employed for warious purposes, Such as 
cattle guards for railWay croSSings, harrows 
for cultiwating land, and door mats, depend 
ing upon the diameters of the rods and the 
size of the meshes. 
Hn Fig. 6, the rods 9 hawe been Wound on 

a mandrel that is Square in croSS Section, 
and these rods 9 interlace with each otheI' 
and With the straight rods 10. This particu 
lar structure is peculiarly adapted for door 
matS. 
I claim : 
1. In a metal fabric, the combination of 

alternately arranged straight, rods and heli 
cally-Shaped rOds hawing the axes of the 
helices Substantially parallel With the 
straight rods, the helical rods being in the 
form of three-sided helices engaging the 
helices and straight rods on each side thereof, 
one side of each of said helices being in the 
Same plane. 

2. In a metal fabric, the combination of 
alternately arranged straight rods and heli 
cally-shaped rods hawing the axes of the 
helices substantially parallel With the 
straight rods, the helical rods being in the 
form of polygonal helices engaging the 
helices and straight rOds on each side thereof, 
the planes of the tWo sides of each helix on 
One side of the general plane of all the 
straight rods meeting in a line. 

? JAMES W. SNEDE}]KER 

?dopteg of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the ** Commissãormer of Patents, 
Waghington, }, 0.° 
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